Incorporating bus-bar switching actions into AC optimal power flow to avoid over-current status
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Abstract. This paper presents a new AC Optimal Power Flow (AC OPF) model for sub-transmission networks. This model, which consists of sub-transmission and distribution bus-bar switching actions, can avoid undesirable Over-Current (OC) status and the subsequent actions of OC relays. The proposed AC OPF optimizes the bus-bar switching actions along with optimizing sub-transmission control actions. Also, to consider the impact of the actions of OC relays in the proposed AC OPF, the cost of load shedding caused by these relay actions is included in the objective function and minimized along with the sub-transmission operation cost. The bus-bar switching actions were modeled using binary decision variables. Therefore, the proposed AC OPF model is formulated as a Mixed-Integer Non-Linear Programming (MINLP) optimization problem. The effectiveness of the proposed model is illustrated for a real-world sub-transmission network of Iran’s power system.
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1. Introduction

Optimal Power Flow (OPF) optimizes the operating conditions of a power system by determining its optimal settings and control actions. Various OPF models, consisting of different objective functions, decision variables, and constraints, have been presented in the literature. A review of various OPF models and solution methods can be found in [1-3]. Recently, switching actions as an efficient way for power loss reduction [4,5], voltage profile improvement [6,7], and reliability enhancement [8,9] have been incorporated into the OPF problem. However, the focus of these OPF research works is on distribution network [4-7] or transmission network [8,9]. In the present research, we focus on sub-transmission network and its OPF operation function.

Sub-transmission network plays a crucial role in the electric power supply chain by acting as an intermediate network between transmission and distribution grids. While planning of sub-transmission network has been studied in some research works, such as [10-12], sub-transmission AC OPF is a more recent area of study [13,14]. Dehghanian and Kezunovic [13] investigated sub-transmission loss reduction through distribution network reconfiguration and in [14], a sub-transmission AC OPF based on load transferring between a pair of primary distribution feeders using distribution line switching maneuvers was presented. However, none of them studied optimizing switching actions of both sub-transmission and distribution grids in a coordinated manner.

A closed loop may be formed in sub-transmission and distribution networks in some switching maneuvers, leading to a large current in the switching period. If this current is higher than the OC relay setting, the OC relay action and unwanted load interruption occur. In [15-17], this current was evaluated as a surge current. In [17], in addition to calculating this surge current,
superconducting fault current limiter was used to limit it. However, this solution adds considerable extra costs to the network. Also, none of the research works [15-17] studied OC relay action due to the surge current, nor they did model load interruption in an OPF framework. Thus, a sub-transmission OPF tool that can cope with these challenges is increasingly essential.

This research work proposes a new sub-transmission AC OPF model. This model optimizes both sub-transmission and distribution bus-bar switching actions, in addition to sub-transmission settings, to minimize sub-transmission operation cost and to avoid OC conditions caused by sub-transmission and distribution maneuvers. The following features discriminate the proposed AC OPF model from the previous works.

Previous OPF works including switching actions focus on a single network (e.g., distribution network or transmission network). However, the proposed AC OPF model includes bus-bar switching actions in both sub-transmission and distribution networks.

The proposed model optimizes sub-transmission and distribution switching maneuvers considering actions of the OC relays and the subsequent load sheds as well as power loss and cost of switching actions. Moreover, the proposed AC OPF model takes into account constraints of the OC relays of branches in addition to their thermal limits.

The proposed AC OPF model can limit the closed-loop surge currents by only changing the sub-transmission and distribution switching actions in a coordinated manner without adding fault current limiters and imposing their associated costs.

To better illustrate the new contributions of this research work, the uncertain parameters (e.g., load forecast uncertainty) are not considered in the proposed AC OPF model. However, they can be modeled in the proposed sub-transmission AC OPF approach using, e.g., scenario approach [18], stochastic programming [19], or robust optimization techniques [20, 21].

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, the proposed sub-transmission AC OPF model, including Sub-transmission and Distribution bus-bar switching actions to avoid undesirable OC statuses, is introduced. The numerical results obtained by the proposed sub-transmission AC OPF model for real-world Damavand sub-transmission network in Iran’s power system are presented and discussed in Section 3. Section 4 concludes the paper.

2. Proposed sub-transmission AC OPF including sub-transmission and distribution bus-bar switching actions

In a sub-transmission network, dispatchers/operators continuously perform various switching maneuvers, e.g., for preventive maintenance purposes. However, during some of these sub-transmission maneuvers, unwanted OC statuses may occur, leading to the actions of OC relays and the subsequent load interruptions. Even in such situations, when OC relays do not operate properly or operate with delay, equipment damages (e.g., damage of sessioners) may be reported in practice. To avoid such unfavorable conditions, limiting these large surge currents by changing the switching maneuver using coordinated sub-transmission and distribution switching actions is proposed in this paper.

To better introduce this problem and the proposed solution method, an illustrative practical example is given in Figure 1. This figure shows a small portion of the real-world Damavand transmission/subtransmission/distribution grid in Iran’s power system. As can be seen, Buses 1 and 2 are the 230 kV and 400 kV buses, respectively, connected to other transmission substations. Buses 3 and 4 are in the secondary side of the 230 kV/63 kV and 400 kV/63 kV substations, respectively, to which Buses 5 and 6 are connected through 63 kV lines 1 and 2. Buses 7 and 8 are connected to the secondary side of the 63 kV/20 kV sub-transmission transformers. Buses 1-2, 3-6, and 7-8 are transmission, sub-transmission, and distribution buses, respectively. In Figure 1, SCB and DCB represent Sub-transmission and Distribution Circuit Breakers (CB), respectively. The status of each CB is specified by its color in Figure 1, where the black/white color shows that the corresponding CB is closed/open. SCB-1, SCB-2, SCB-3, and SCB-4 indicate line breakers in the sub-transmission grid, while SCB1 and DCB1 are bus-bar switches in the sub-transmission grid and the distribution grid, respectively. Usually, SCB1/DCB1 are normally closed/open CBs. In the sample network of Figure 1, the 63/20 kV sub-transmission substation is fed by 63 kV line 1 while 63 kV line 2 is considered to be the backup feeding path. Figure 1 shows a typical transmission/sub-transmission/distribution bus-bar configuration in the Iran’s power system network.

Under specific conditions, e.g., preventive maintenance planning, it is necessary for the sub-transmission substation to be fed through line 2 rather than line 1. Therefore, it is required to close SCB-4 and then, open SCB-3. To do so, as shown in Figure 1, a ring is created in the short time period of the switching maneuver when both SCB-3 and SCB-4 are closed, which may yield a large surge current. The magnitude of this surge current depends on the 63 kV line impedances as well as the difference between the voltage phase angles of bus 3 and bus 4. This phase angle difference in turn depends on the loading conditions of the sub-transmission system. The produced large surge current may result in the action of the associated OC relays and the subsequent opening of SCB-1 and SCB-2. Thus, unwanted load shedding occurs in the sub-transmission
Figure 1. Two transmission substations and one sub-transmission substation in the real-world Damavand network in Iran.

In order to prevent this unwanted load curtailment, we propose to directly incorporate sub-transmission and distribution bus-bar switching actions (e.g., switching of SCB1 and DCB1 in the sample network of Figure 1) into the sub-transmission AC OPF problem. The output of this enhanced AC OPF problem will determine the status of the bus-bar switches, along with determining sub-transmission control actions, for a given operating point. In the case of closing DCB1 and opening SCB1, the current magnitude is limited as the impedances of the two 63/20 kV transformers are inserted in the current path. Thus, the surge current is higher than the specified setting of the OC relays, the OPF results in closing DCB1 and opening SCB1 to avoid the unwanted load interruption and its associated high cost. However, if the surge current magnitude is less than setting of the OC relays, the OPF results in retaining DCB1 open and SCB1 closed in order to reduce the number of switching actions as well as the network power loss.

Based on the concept outlined above, the proposed sub-transmission AC OPF model, incorporating sub-transmission and distribution bus-bar switching actions along with sub-transmission control actions, is formulated as:

\[ \min_{P_i, Q_i, P_{gi}, Ls_i, Q_{ci}, tc_{ij}, \phi_{ij}, Sw_{ij}} \mathcal{OF}, \]

\[ \mathcal{OF} = \sum_{i \in \Omega_n} C_{gi} \times P_{gi} + \sum_{i \in \Omega_n} C_{LS} \times Ls_i + \sum_{i \in \Psi_n} EP_i \]

\[ \times P_i + \sum_{ij \in \Omega_n} C_{PL} \times PL_{ij} + \sum_{ij \in \Omega_n} SC_{ij} \times n_{ij}. \]

If tap/phase shifter setting is at bus \( i \):

\[ PL_{ij} = \max_{P_{bij}, P_{bj}} \left[ \left( vt_{ij} \right)^2 \times G_{ij} \times V_i^2 - V_i \right] \]

\[ \times V_j \times tc_{ij} \times \left( G_{ij} \cos \left( \delta_{ij} + \phi_{ij} \right) \right) \]

\[ + B_{ij} \sin \left( \delta_{ij} + \phi_{ij} \right) \]

\[ + \left[ G_{ij} \times V_j^2 - V_i \times V_j \times tc_{ij} \times \left( G_{ij} \cos \left( \delta_{iji} - \phi_{iji} \right) + B_{iji} \sin \left( \delta_{iji} - \phi_{iji} \right) \right) \right] \]

\[ \delta_{ij} = -\delta_{ji} \quad \text{and} \quad \phi_{ij} = \phi_{ji} \]

\[ PL_{ij} = G_{ij} \times \left( vt_{ij} \right)^2 \times V_i^2 + V_j^2 - 2 \times V_i \]

\[ \times V_j \times tc_{ij} \times \cos \left( \delta_{ij} + \phi_{ij} \right). \]
If tap/phase shifter setting is at bus $j$:

$$PL_{ij} = Pb_{ij} + Pb_{ji} = \left[ G_{ij} \times V_i^2 - V_i \times V_j \times tc_{ij} \right. $$

$$\times (G_{ij} \cos (\delta_{ij} - \phi_{ij}) + B_{ij} \sin (\delta_{ij} - \phi_{ij}))$$

$$+ \left[ (tc_{ij})^2 \times G_{ij} \times V_j^2 - V_i \times V_j \times tc_{ij} \right. $$

$$\times (G_{ij} \cos (\delta_{ji} + \phi_{ji}) + B_{ij} \sin (\delta_{ji} + \phi_{ji})) \right]$$

$$\delta_{ij} = -\delta_{ji} \text{ and } \phi_{ij} = \phi_{ji}.$$ 

If tap/phase shifter setting is at bus $j$:

$$P_{b_{ij}} = G_{ij} \times V_i^2 - V_i \times V_j \times tc_{ij}$$

$$\times \left[ G_{ij} \cos (\delta_{ij} - \phi_{ij}) + B_{ij} \sin (\delta_{ij} - \phi_{ij}) \right],$$

$$i, j \in \Omega_B.$$ 

(11)

If tap/phase shifter setting is at bus $j$:

$$Q_{b_{ij}} = -B_{ij} \times V_i^2 - V_i \times V_j \times tc_{ij}$$

$$\times \left[ G_{ij} \sin (\delta_{ij} - \phi_{ij}) - B_{ij} \cos (\delta_{ij} - \phi_{ij}) \right]$$

$$i, j \in \Omega_B.$$ 

(12)

$$\left( P_{b_{ij}} \right)^2 + \left( Q_{b_{ij}} \right)^2 \leq \left( S_{b_{ij} \text{max}} \right)^2, \quad i, j \in \Omega_B.$$ 

(13)

$$P_{Sw} = S_{wij} \times \left[ G_{wij} \times V_i^2 - V_i \times V_j \right.$$ 

$$\times \left( G_{wij} \cos \delta_{ij} + B_{wij} \sin \delta_{ij} \right) \right]$$

$$i, j \in (\Omega_B - \Psi_B).$$ 

(14)

$$Q_{Sw} = S_{wij} \times \left[ B_{wij} \times V_i^2 - V_i \times V_j \right.$$ 

$$\times \left( G_{wij} \sin \delta_{ij} - B_{wij} \cos \delta_{ij} \right) \right]$$

$$i, j \in (\Omega_B - \Psi_B).$$ 

(15)

$$\left( P_{Sw} \right)^2 + \left( Q_{Sw} \right)^2 \leq \left( S_{Sw} \text{max} \right)^2, \quad i, j \in \Omega_B - \Psi_B.$$ 

(16)

$$V_{i \text{min}} \leq V_i \leq V_{i \text{max}}, \quad \text{if } \Omega_B, i \in \Omega_B.$$ 

(17)

$$P_{gi \text{min}} \leq P_{gi} \leq P_{gi \text{max}} \quad \text{if } \Omega_B, i \in \Omega_B.$$ 

(18)

$$Q_{gi \text{min}} \leq Q_{gi} \leq Q_{gi \text{max}} \quad \text{if } \Omega_B, i \in \Omega_B.$$ 

(19)

$$0 \leq LS_i \leq P_{di} \quad \text{if } \Omega_B.$$ 

(20)

$$0 \leq LS_i \leq P_{di} \quad \text{if } \Omega_B.$$ 

(21)

$$0 \leq LS_i \leq P_{di} \quad \text{if } \Omega_B.$$ 

(22)
\[ tc_{ij}^{\text{min}} \leq tc_{ij} \leq tc_{ij}^{\text{max}}, \quad i, j \in \Omega_B. \]  
(23)

\[ \phi_{ij}^{\text{min}} \leq \phi_{ij} \leq \phi_{ij}^{\text{max}}, \quad i, j \in \Omega_B. \]  
(24)

\[ Sw_{ij} \in S, \quad i, j \in (\Omega_B - \Psi_B). \]  
(25)

If phase shifter/tap setting is at bus \( i \), then Eq. (26) shown in Box I is obtained.

If phase shifter/tap setting is at bus \( j \), then Eqs. (27) and (28) shown in Box II are obtained.

The decision variables of the proposed AC OPF model are indicated in Relation (1), including sub-transmission control actions (i.e., \( P_i, Q_i, P_{gi}, Ls_i, Qc_i, tc_{ij}, \) and \( \phi_{ij} \)) and bus-bar switching actions (i.e., \( Sw_{ij} \)). Sub-transmission OPF functions, which are regularly run in sub-transmission dispatch centers, should minimize the operation cost of their sub-transmission systems. Thus, the objective function of the proposed sub-transmission AC OPF model includes DG generation cost, load shedding cost, purchased power cost, power loss cost, and switching cost as presented in the 5 summations of Eq. (2), respectively. The purchased power supplies both sub-transmission load demand and power loss. However, since power loss minimization is usually essential for sub-transmission system dispatchers/operators in practice, the power loss cost has also been included as a separate term in the Objective Function (OF) in Eq. (2). Except for the power loss cost, all the terms of the OF are directly proportional to one of the decision variables and thus, can be easily determined. However, the power loss cost is directly proportional to the power loss, which is a function of the decision variables. Thus, AC power loss as a function of the decision variables is formulated in Eqs. (3) and (4). Using \( \delta_{ij} = -\delta_{ji} \) (based on its definition as phase angle difference) and \( \phi_{ij} = \phi_{ji} \) (as its minus sign has been separately considered in the associated equations), the power loss function has been simplified in Eqs. (3) and (4).

Active and reactive power balance equations at the boundary buses \( \Psi_B \) of sub-transmission network, connected to upstream transmission grid, are given in Eqs. (5) and (6), respectively. Active and reactive power balance constraints on the remaining \( \Omega_B - \Psi_B \) buses considering active/reactive power flows of bus-bar switches are presented in Eqs. (7) and (8), respectively. Active and reactive branch flows considering phase shifter/tap changing capability are given in Eqs. (9)-(12). For lines, phase shifter setting and tap setting are fixed to zero and one, respectively. Apparent power flows of branches are limited in Relation (13). Active and reactive power flows of switches are given in Eqs. (14) and (15). The apparent power flows of switches are limited in Relation (16). Limits on voltage magnitudes are shown in Relation (17). Relation (18) bounds the active power generated by DGs. Similarly, reactive power of DGs is constrained to their allowable ranges in Relation (19). The power purchased from upstream transmission grid is limited in terms of the apparent power capacities of boundary substations in Relation (20). The constraints on the reactive power of shunt compensators, load sheds, tap settings, and phase shifter settings are given in Relations (21), (22), (23), and (24), respectively. Feasible space of bus-bar switching actions is presented in Relation (25). For instance, for the illustrative example of Figure 1, Relation (25) includes:

\[ \text{SCB1 + DCB1} \geq 1, \]  
(29)

to supply both distribution feeders. For the sake

\[ I_{ij} = \left( \frac{[tc_{ij} \times V_i \times (G_{ij} \times \cos (\delta_i + \phi_{ij}) - B_{ij} \times \sin (\delta_i + \phi_{ij})) - V_j \times (G_{ij} \times \cos (\delta_j) - B_{ij} \times \sin (\delta_j))]}{[tc_{ij} \times V_i \times (G_{ij} \times \sin (\delta_i + \phi_{ij}) + B_{ij} \times \cos (\delta_i + \phi_{ij})) - V_j \times (G_{ij} \times \sin (\delta_j) + B_{ij} \times \cos (\delta_j))]} \right)^{\frac{1}{2}}, \quad i, j \in \Psi_B. \]  
(26)

Box I

\[ I_{ij} = \left( \frac{[V_i \times (G_{ij} \times \cos (\delta_i) - B_{ij} \times \sin (\delta_i)) - tc_{ij} \times V_j \times (G_{ij} \times \cos (\delta_j + \phi_{ij}) - B_{ij} \times \sin (\delta_j + \phi_{ij}))]}{[V_i \times (G_{ij} \times \sin (\delta_i) + B_{ij} \times \cos (\delta_i)) - tc_{ij} \times V_j \times (G_{ij} \times \sin (\delta_j + \phi_{ij}) + B_{ij} \times \cos (\delta_j + \phi_{ij}))]} \right)^{\frac{1}{2}}, \quad i, j \in \Psi_B, \]  
(27)

\[ I_{ij} \leq I_{ij}^e, \quad i, j \in \Psi_B. \]  
(28)

Box II
of brevity and better illustrating the proposed idea, each of the sub- transmission and distribution sides in the 63/20 kV substation in Figure 1 has only two bus sections and one bus-bar switch. However, the proposed AC OPF model can consider any number of bus sections and any number of bus-bar switches in which Relation (25) specifies feasible switching actions based on the substation configuration.

Branch currents are calculated in Eqs. (26) and (27), considering phase shifter/tap settings, and constrained in Relation (28) in terms of the limits on OC relays. Thus, the proposed AC OPF model manages sub-transmission and distribution bus-bar switching actions in a way that no OC relay limit violation, leading to unwanted load shedding, occurs. Another essential advantage of the proposed AC OPF approach is modeling and applying both thermal limits and the limits on OC relays of branches, which provides a more secure operating point for sub-transmission networks than the previous sub-transmission OPF approaches do.

3. Numerical results

The proposed AC OPF model has been tested on the real-world Damavand sub-transmission network in Iran’s power system. This network includes 30 sub-transmission 63 kV/20 kV substations, 67 sub-transmission 63 kV/20 kV transformers, 57 sub-transmission 6 kV lines, 2 DGs (with the capacities of 10 MW and 5.5 MW), and 25 shunt compensators. The active and reactive loads of the network snapshot considered for the AC OPF study are 882.6 MW and 335.5 MVAR, respectively. The proposed OPF model has been implemented within GAMS programming environment and solved using KNITRO solver [22]. In the simulation studies of this section, the required economic data were obtained from [23].

To evaluate the effectiveness of the proposed sub-transmission AC OPF model, its results are compared with the results of two other sub-transmission AC OPF models in Table 1. The decision variables, $S_{uv,j}$, in the AC OPF model 1 include only bus-bar switching actions at sub-transmission level, in the AC OPF model 2 include only bus-bar switching actions at distribution level, and in the AC OPF model 3 include both sub-transmission and distribution bus-bar switching actions. Since the AC OPF model 1 does not include bus-bar switching actions in distribution level, it cannot limit the surge current values. Thus, this AC OPF model has the formulations given in Eqs. (1)-(25), leaving out Eqs. (26)-(28), which are used to model and limit the surge current. However, the AC OPF models 2 and 3 in Table 1 have the complete formulations given in Eqs. (1)-(28) as they can limit the surge current values. The AC OPF models 1 and 2 in Table 1 are two comparative models, while the AC OPF model 3 is the proposed one. AC OPF model without switching actions has not been considered for comparison here. This is due to the fact that such AC OPF model may not be practical for sub-transmission networks where the dispatchers/operators frequently encounter switching maneuvers, e.g., for performing preventive maintenance or changing the supply paths.

As described in the previous section, the purchased power supplies both the sub-transmission load demand and power loss. Thus, the total cost reported in Table 1 includes the cost of purchased power, the cost of DG operation, the cost of load shedding, and the cost of switching reported in columns 2, 3, 4, and 5 of the table, respectively. The cost of power loss values is reported in the last column of Table 1, after the total cost, for comparing the power losses of the three AC OPF models. Since all the AC OPF models fully utilize the two DGs in the considered snapshot, the same DG operation cost has been reported for the three AC OPF models.

In the AC OPF model 1, some load sheds are observed due to the OC status occurring in some switching maneuvers and the subsequent actions of the associated OC relays. In the AC OPF model 2, unwanted load shedding does not occur. However, since impedances of the two 63/20 kV transformers are inserted in the current path of all bus-bar switching maneuvers, the amount of power loss increases in this model, which can be observed in the column devoted to the cost of power loss in Table 1. In addition, the AC OPF model 2 has a higher switching cost value than the AC OPF model 1, since it incurs more bus-bar switching actions. However, the total cost in the AC OPF model 2 is lower than that in the AC OPF model 1, because it does not incur the high cost of load shedding. The proposed AC OPF model 3 with a lower cost of power loss and a lower cost of switching than the AC OPF model 2 has the same important advantage of this model, i.e., it can eliminate the unwanted load

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>OPF model</th>
<th>Cost of purchased power [$]</th>
<th>Cost of DG operation [$]</th>
<th>Cost of load shedding [$]</th>
<th>Cost of switching [$]</th>
<th>Total cost [$]</th>
<th>Cost of power loss [$]</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>32778</td>
<td>5.58</td>
<td>4277</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>37673</td>
<td>571</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>33030</td>
<td>5.58</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>450</td>
<td>31008</td>
<td>630</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>33022</td>
<td>5.58</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>190</td>
<td>31770</td>
<td>622</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Table 2. Results obtained for real-world Damavand sub-transmission system with a higher loading level.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>OFP model</th>
<th>Cost of purchased power [$]</th>
<th>Cost of DG operation [$]</th>
<th>Cost of load shedding [$]</th>
<th>Cost of switching [$]</th>
<th>Total cost [$]</th>
<th>Cost of power loss [$]</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>387.54</td>
<td>5.58</td>
<td>186.70</td>
<td>84</td>
<td>580.66</td>
<td>714</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>390.73</td>
<td>5.58</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>630</td>
<td>408.61</td>
<td>753</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>395.58</td>
<td>5.58</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>266</td>
<td>404.82</td>
<td>779</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

shutting. This leads to the lower total cost of the proposed AC OFP model 3 than those of both the AC OFP models 1 and 2. The proposed AC OFP model selects the best switching mode (between sub-transmission bus-bar switching and distribution bus-bar switching) in each sub-transmission maneuver. In addition, the proposed AC OFP model optimizes sub-transmission and distribution bus-bar switching actions along with optimizing other sub-transmission control actions.

The results obtained by the three AC OFP models for Damavand sub-transmission network in another snapshot are reported in Table 2. The snapshot of Table 2 has about 20% higher loading level of the system than the snapshot of Table 1. It is worthwhile to mention that both the snapshots considered for the numerical experiments of Tables 1 and 2 include realistic data, which have been practically reported in the associated sub-transmission dispatch center. The columns of Table 2 are identical to those of Table 1. By comparing the results reported in Tables 1 and 2, the following points can be concluded:

1. The same DG operation costs as those in Table 1 have been obtained in Table 2, since the three AC OFP models fully utilize the DGs in the numerical experiment of Table 2, similar to the numerical experiment of Table 1;
2. The cost of load shedding of the AC OFP model 1 in Table 2 is significantly higher than that of this model in Table 1. The reason can be described as follows. The snapshot of Table 2 has a higher system loading level than the snapshot of Table 1. As described for the sample network of Figure 1, the magnitude of the switching surge current depends on the 63 kV line impedances as well as the difference between the voltage phase angles of bus 3 and bus 4. A higher loading level of the sub-transmission system increases this phase angle difference, which leads to a more serious surge current. The more serious surge currents result in more actions of OC relays and thus, further unwanted load interruptions are yielded. Accordingly, a higher value of load shedding cost is obtained for the AC OFP model 1 in Table 2. However, Table 2 shows that the AC OFP models 2 and 3 can still avoid the unwanted load shedding and its associated high cost;
3. The cost of power loss and the cost of switching of all the AC OFP models have higher values in Table 2 than in Table 1, due to the higher system loading level considered in the numerical experiment of Table 2. In addition, these tables show that the cost of power loss and the cost of switching have higher increases in the AC OFP models 2 and 3 than in the AC OFP model 1. The reason is that the AC OFP models 2 and 3 should limit a higher number of surge currents using bus-bar switching actions in the snapshot of Table 2;
4. In Table 2, it is seen that the total costs of the AC OFP models 2 and 3 are considerably lower than the total cost of the AC OFP model 1. This is due to the fact that, among the opposing cost components presented in the above points 2 and 3, the cost of load shedding has a significantly higher value than the cost of power loss and the cost of switching values;
5. Table 2 shows that the proposed AC OFP model 3 has a lower total cost value than the two comparative AC OFP models 1 and 2. In addition, high differences are seen between the total cost value of the proposed AC OFP model 3 and the total cost values of the AC OFP models 1 and 2 in Table 2 compared to Table 1. This indicates that the effective performance of the proposed AC OFP model to avoid unwanted load shedding and to minimize sub-transmission system operation cost is highlighted in heavier loading conditions;
6. Convexification methods (such as signomial convexification [24], second-order cone programming [25], and semi-definite relaxation [26]) and linearization methods (such as McCormick relaxation [27], piecewise linearization [28], and least square technique [29]) have recently been applied to the OFP problem to make it tractable. However, these methods are mostly suitable for OFP of transmission networks, which is typically a large optimization problem with many binary variables. However, the proposed OFP approach has been proposed for sub-transmission networks. Regarding these networks, the following points can be mentioned:
   a) Sub-transmission networks are usually local grids, which are smaller than transmission networks;
   b) The loops that are analyzed in the paper are formed in the transient period. However, in
the steady-state operation, sub-transmission networks are usually operated radially to decrease short circuit level. Thus, the number of their switching actions (which is the number of binary variables in the OPF optimization problem) is typically lower than the number of switching actions in transmission networks with meshed operation. Additionally, in the proposed OPF, we only focus on the switching actions that are used to change the supply path, further decreasing the number of binary variables.

The above points (a) and (b) indicate that the proposed sub-transmission OPF is a smaller optimization problem with a lower number of binary variables than transmission OPF problems. Thus, its computation burden is not as critical as the computation burden of transmission OPF problems. As a practical evidence in this regard, the test case of this paper (i.e., Damavand sub-transmission network) is one of the largest sub-transmission networks that has a sub-transmission dispatch center (and thus, sub-transmission OPF can be run for it) in Iran’s power system. The execution time of the proposed sub-transmission OPF with MINLP model for this sub-transmission network is only about 5 min (measured on a 64-bit Windows-based server with 40 GB of RAM and 24 Intel Xeon processors clocking at 2.2 GHz), which is a reasonable computation time. In addition, convexification/linearization methods usually encounter convexification/linearization errors. To avoid these errors, we have used the exact MINLP model of the OPF problem in this paper as it is tractable for sub-transmission networks.

By testing the proposed AC OPF model for a real-world sub-transmission system, it was shown that the proposed model could avoid the undesirable OC status and actions of OC relays in sub-transmission switching maneuvers with a minimum increase in the power loss and switching cost. In addition, it was illustrated that the effective performance of the proposed AC OPF model was highlighted in higher sub-transmission system loading levels.

Extending the proposed AC OPF model to: 1) include and optimize line switching actions along with bus-bar switching actions for a more effective operation of sub-transmission systems, and 2) consider and model uncertain parameters (such as load forecast uncertainty) of sub-transmission system are directions for future research works.

In addition, recently, analyzing joint sub-transmission and primary distribution networks has been demanded in sub-transmission dispatch centers as these networks are usually highly connected in practice. These joint networks are larger than sub-transmission grids. Moreover, the number of their binary variables is significantly higher than the number of binary variables in sub-transmission networks due to a large number of switches in primary distribution feeders. Thus, extending the proposed sub-transmission OPF to optimize the operating point of joint sub-transmission and primary distribution networks may require appropriate convexification/linearization methods. This can also be considered as the future research direction.

**Nomenclature**

**Indices**

\[ i, j \] \quad Bus indices

**Sets**

\[ \Psi_B \] \quad Set of sub-transmission boundary buses connected to transmission grid

\[ \Psi_{B'} \] \quad Subset of \( \Psi_B \) including buses which can create a loop by sub-transmission/distribution bus-bar switching actions

\[ \Omega_B \] \quad Set of sub-transmission buses

\[ \Omega_S \] \quad Feasible space of bus-bar switching actions

**Parameters**

\[ B_{ij} \] \quad Susceptance of branch \( i - j \)

\[ G_{ij} \] \quad Conductance of branch \( i - j \)

\[ B_{sw_{ij}} \] \quad Susceptance of bus-bar switch \( i - j \)

\[ G_{sw_{ij}} \] \quad Conductance of bus-bar switch \( i - j \)

\[ C_{gi} \] \quad Generation cost of DG located at bus \( i \)
\( C^{LS} \) Load shedding cost
\( C^{PL} \) Cost of active power loss
\( SC_{ij} \) Switching cost of bus-bar switch \( i \rightarrow j \)
\( EP_i \) Energy purchase price at bus \( i \)
\( P_{di} \) Active power demand at bus \( i \)
\( P_{g_{\text{min}}} \) Minimum limit of \( P_{gi} \)
\( P_{g_{\text{max}}} \) Maximum limit of \( P_{gi} \)
\( PF_{di} \) Power factor of load at bus \( i \)
\( PF_{gi} \) Power factor of DG at bus \( i \)
\( Q_i \) Reactive power received from the upstream grid at bus \( i \)
\( Q_{bi_{ij}} \) Reactive power flow of branch \( i \rightarrow j \)
\( Q_{ci} \) Reactive power of capacitor located at bus \( i \)
\( Q_{gi} \) Reactive power generated by the DG located at bus \( i \)
\( Q_{si_{ij}} \) Reactive power flow of bus-bar switch \( i \rightarrow j \)
\( Sw_{ij} \) Binary variable indicating status of bus-bar switch \( i \rightarrow j \), where 1/0 represents closed/open status
\( tc_{ij} \) Tap setting of tap-changing transformer \( i \rightarrow j \)
\( V_i \) Voltage magnitude of bus \( i \)
\( \delta_i \) Voltage angle of bus \( i \)
\( \delta_{ij} \) Phase angle difference between bus \( i \) and bus \( j \)
\( \phi_{ij} \) Setting of phase shifter \( i \rightarrow j \)

**Variables**

\( I_{ij} \) Current flow of branch \( i \rightarrow j \)
\( I^{OC}_{ij} \) OC relay limit of branch \( i \rightarrow j \) in terms of \( I_{ij} \)
\( LS_i \) Load shedding of bus \( i \)
\( n_{si_{ij}} \) Number of switching actions of bus-bar switch \( i \rightarrow j \)
\( OF \) Objective function of sub-transmission AC OPF model
\( P_{bi_{ij}} \) Active power flow of branch \( i \rightarrow j \)
\( P_{gi} \) Active power generated by the DG located at bus \( i \)
\( PL_{ij} \) Active power loss of branch \( i \rightarrow j \)
\( P_{i_{ij}} \) Active power flow of bus-bar switch \( i \rightarrow j \)
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